
Handy Tips, Solutions and Answers to
Common PC Questions
Do you have a question about a Windows Advisor article, or
need help with a computing problem? If you do, just drop
us a line by email to editorial@windowsadvisor.co.uk and
we’ll do our level best to help!

When you write, please remember to include your customer
number, your postcode, and the version of Windows you use
(Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7). Give us as much
detail as you can about the problem to help us understand
what’s happening, and feel free to attach a screenshot or
document if you think it would help to illustrate the problem
or error.
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What Can I Do About My PC’s Noisy Fan?
Question: At times, for no obvious reason, my PC’s fan starts
up, and in a quiet room it seems to make a devil of a racket.
Do you know of anything I could do to quieten it down?

John Coates

Answer: The first question is what sort of a noise it makes.
If it’s rattling rather than whirring, that suggests the fan is
on its last legs and needs replacing. A new fan only costs a
few pounds, but it’s a job best done by someone who knows
their way around the innards of a PC, so budget a few
pounds more to have the job done for you.

Let’s assume it’s whirring. In other words, it sounds healthy
enough, but it’s annoying. The first thing to do is to try a
clean-up.

First of all, clear any dust away from the grilles in the PC’s
case. These are what allow the PC to ‘breathe’, and if they get
clogged up, the PC will get hotter than it should and the fan
will spin more often. Blow across the grilles, so that you’re
blowing the dust away from the case rather than into it.

Next, with the PC shut down, switched off and unplugged,
open the PC’s case and blow the dust off any fans you see.
Don’t try to use a duster, or touch the innards with anything
else, but you might prefer to use a cheap can of compressed
air rather than puffing out your checks and blowing (not

Fan making 
a noise?

Is it rattling?

Clean the outside
of the case…

…and the inside

Adding to the fun of this situation, a desktop PC
commonly has several fans: one to cool the processor,
another to cool the power supply, and perhaps another
to cool the graphics card. You can’t be sure which one is
doing the rattling, so that’s another good argument for
letting an expert take a look.
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least because the dust will tend to blow back into your
face!).

A clean-up might be enough to make a considerable
difference. With luck, the fan now won’t spin up as often,
or for as long, and it may not spin as quickly, all of which
can make life more peaceful.

If that hasn’t done the job, there’s one other thing you can
try, and it’s something I’ve done on my own PC. You can
switch your PC’s cooling system from ‘active’ to ‘passive’:

•  Active cooling is the normal method, making the most
of the fan. Whenever the processor is working hard and
getting hot, the fan comes on to cool it down.

•  Passive cooling avoids using the fan. When the processor
is getting hot, the system slows it down, giving it the
chance to cool off a little. Of course, a slower processor
effectively means a slower PC, but unless you’re doing
something that’s truly processor-intensive – editing videos,
playing action games, working with huge spreadsheets
and so on – you’re unlikely to notice any difference, and
the slow-down should only last a minute or two.

If you’d like to try this ‘passive’ method (and it’s easy to
switch back again if you want to), here’s what to do:

03
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Switch to
‘passive’ cooling

:1. Start by opening the Windows Control Panel:

  •  In Windows 10 or 8.1, press the key to go to
the Start menu or Start screen, type the word
control and click on Control Panel.

  •  In Windows 7, open the Start menu and click on
Control Panel.

2. Click the large Hardware and Sound heading
followed by the Power Options heading.
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Make your way
to System
cooling policy

Switch from
Active to Passive
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3. You’ll see two or more ‘power plans’ listed, one of
which will be selected , indicating that it’s the
plan that’s currently in use. To the right of the
selected plan, click on Change plan settings .

4. On the next page, click on Change advanced power
settings.

5. The dialog that opens contains a list of various
power-related items. Click the little + sign beside
Processor power management and then the little +
sign beside System cooling policy.

6. Alongside the word ‘Setting’ you’ll see a blue word
telling you the method currently being used, which
should be Active. Click that word and a drop-down
list will appear in its place: choose Passive, as in the
screenshot above.

1

2

1 2
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No way to delete
unwanted items?

There is, but it's
not as quick
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Windows 10: How Can I Tidy Up the 
Start Menu?
Question: In Windows 7 I was in the habit of keeping my
Start menu tidy by deleting the unnecessary items that
programs would put there – links to web pages, help files,
uninstallers and so on. I just right-clicked anything I didn’t
want and clicked Delete. My new PC has Windows 10 and
there doesn’t seem to be any such option. Is it really not
possible now?

Robert Hewitt

Answer: It’s not actually impossible, but it’s certainly far
more of a palaver than it used to be. There’s a folder on your
PC that contains icons for most of the items you see on the
Start menu, and you have to make your way to this folder
to do any tidying up you want to do. Unhelpfully, too, this
folder is hidden by default, so you first have to tell Windows
to show all hidden items (if you don’t generally have this
option switched on). Here’s the routine to follow:

7. Click the OK button at the bottom of this dialog, then
close the Control Panel window and you’ve finished.

You should find that you’re bothered much less often by the
fan, and – hopefully – you won’t notice the processor being
slowed down temporarily if the system gets warm. If you
find that you do notice the slowdowns and you can’t put up
with them, it’s easy to put this setting back as it was before:
just repeat the same steps, but choose Active in step 6.
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Windows 8.1: Change the Colour of the
Start Screen
Question: I’ve seen pictures of Windows 8.1 in which the
background of the Start screen is different from the dark blue
colour on mine. How can I change this?

Ron Shofner

Answer: Although Microsoft makes the Start screen dark
blue by default, you can choose from hundreds of different
colours, use a patterned background, or use the same picture
background you have on your desktop. Here’s how it’s done:
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A different
colour for the
Start screen?

1. Press + to start File Explorer.

2. Switch to the View tab on the Ribbon and, in the
‘Show/hide’ group, tick the box beside Hidden items
to tell Windows to show all hidden folders and files.

3. Now make your way to this folder:
C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\StartMenu
\Programs

4. Here you’ll see a collection of files (actually shortcuts)
and folders that appear on your Start menu and you
can start doing any tidying you want to do, such as
deleting unwanted items.

5. When you’ve finished, you might like to turn off the
display of hidden items again: just remove the tick
you added in step 2.

E

1. First switch to the Start screen by pressing the key.

2. At the Start screen, press + (the letter ‘i’) to
open the Settings panel at the right of the screen.

I

:

:
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Background style
and colours

Pattern, solid
colour or
desktop
wallpaper

Primary
background
colour

Colour of
incidental items

3. Near the top of this panel, click Personalise.
4. Now the panel changes to provide options for cus-
tomising the appearance of the Start screen. These
options are split into three groups:
  • At the top there are 20

little swatches offering
different designs for the
Starts screen’s back-
ground. The first 18 of
these are patterns; the
19th is a solid colour
(such as the solid dark blue you’re currently
seeing); and the 20th is a tiny copy of the
background picture on your desktop.

  • The next section is the primary background colour
of the Start screen. Click one of the main colours
at the bottom of the
group (such as red,
yellow or blue), then
click the precise shade of
that colour you want
among the blocks above.

  • The bottom section is the
‘accent’ colour – a colour
used for incidental odds
and ends. As above, start
by choosing a main
colour from the row at the bottom, then select the
precise shade of that colour you want to use. 

Whenever you click one of the backgrounds in the
topmost section, the colours in the two sections below
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Use your desktop
background on
the Start screen

The background
colour is used
throughout
Windows 8.1

Deafened by the
sound effects 
in Windows?

As soon as you click a background design or a colour, it’s
put into effect and you’ll see the result on the Start screen,
so you can work your way through different combinations
and see straight away whether you’ll be happy with them.

The popular choice for most users is to have the same
background picture shown on the Start screen as they use
on the desktop. To do this, just click the last of the 20 little
swatches in the first group. (After doing this, whenever you
choose a different background picture for your desktop, it
will automatically appear on the Start screen too.)

You might still like to experiment with the colours below,
especially the ‘Background colour’, as they are still used.
For instance, at the very top of the ‘Personalise’ panel you’re
currently using, the block of colour you see is your
‘Background colour’ and it’s used in a similar way elsewhere
in Windows, so it might as well be a colour you like!

it will change. Therefore, it’s best to start at the top by
choosing a background you like, then – if you choose
to – customise its colours using the two lower sections.

Can I Make Windows Sound 
Effects Quieter?
Question: I seem to be constantly adjusting the volume slider
of my speakers on the taskbar. I get a comfortable volume to
play music or watch a video, and then a message pops up or
I minimise a program and the sound effect that goes with it
is deafening! Is there anything I can do about this?

Ann Webster
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You can reduce
their volume

Lower the slider
for ‘System
Sounds’

1. Right-click the volume icon beside the clock on the
taskbar.

2. On the menu that appears, click on Open Volume
Mixer. This displays a dialog like the one pictured below.

3. At the far left is the master volume slider, which sets
the overall volume of your speakers. To its right are
sliders for any currently-open programs which have
played a sound, and the first of those is System
Sounds . Drag this slider downwards a little way.
When you do, you’ll hear a sound played. Still too
loud? Drag it down further. (Alternatively, shut off
those sound effects completely by clicking the mute
button below the slider .)

4.  When you’re happy with the new volume, close this
dialog by clicking the x in its top-right corner.

1

2

Answer: The sound effects that Windows plays certainly
are quite loud, and some – particularly warning beeps – can
be very strident indeed. 

Fortunately you can reduce the volume of all those sound
effects in one go, or mute them entirely if you prefer. Here’s
what to do:

:

1

2
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How to tell
which socket is
which?

The colour
coding should
tell you

Blue sockets are
the new USB 3.0

How Can I Tell the Difference Between USB
2.0 and USB 3.0 Sockets?
Question: I’ve heard that new computers often have a mix
of USB 2.0 and USB 3.0 sockets, and that the USB 3.0
sockets are faster. How can I tell which types of socket I
have, and how would I know which type is which?

Fred Grove

Answer: The basic design
of USB sockets (and the
USB plugs that fit into
them) has barely changed
over the three versions that
have existed. They all look just like the picture on the right.
The only visible difference is in the colour of the little plastic
tab that pokes up inside the socket: 

•  Black or white: a USB 1.1 or USB 2.0 socket.

•  Blue: a USB 3.0 socket.

•  Yellow: a USB 2.0 socket that continues to receive mains
power when your computer is switched off, meaning that
you can power devices (or recharge your phone) without
having to leave your computer running.

Therefore, if your PC has one or more blue USB sockets, you
can be sure they’re the newer, faster USB 3.0 sockets. One
small wrinkle in this rule is that PC manufacturers aren’t
actually required to make these sockets blue: it’s simply a
recommendation in the USB 3.0 specification, although it’s
one that most manufacturers do seem to follow.

Apart from looking at the colours of the plastic tabs in your
USB sockets, you can also look out for labels or stamps
alongside the sockets: on many PCs you’ll see the sockets
labelled as ‘USB 2.0’ or ‘USB 3.0’. 
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If all else fails, you can follow these steps to find out whether
your PC does have any USB 3.0 sockets:

Of course, the steps above don’t tell you which sockets are
USB 3.0 sockets, but they do at least confirm that you have
them, and that it’s worth delving into your PC’s manual (or
searching online for details of your PC’s make and model)
to discover which are which.

If you do have USB 3.0 sockets, you can still plug older USB
2.0 devices into them. However, to make the most of USB 3.0’s
vastly-increased speed, you’ll need to be using a USB 3.0
device (which should also have a blue plastic tab in its socket)
and a USB 3.0 cable, which is again usually coloured blue.
And don’t waste a fast USB 3.0 socket unnecessarily on mice
and keyboards: keep them for devices which transfer data in
large quantities, such as flash drives and external hard drives.

Quick check for
USB 3.0 sockets

How to use a
USB 3.0 socket

1. Press + to open the Run dialog, type the
command msinfo32 and press           .

2. At the left of the System Information window that
opens, click the + sign beside Components and
then click on USB . On the right, check whether
there’s any reference to ‘USB 3.0’. If there is, your PC
does have at least one USB 3.0 socket.

3. Close the window by clicking the x button in its top-
right corner.

1

R :Enter

2

1

2
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When you close
your browser,
you lose all 
your tabs

Browsers can be
set to reload
them next time

Does anyone else use your PC, and do you all sign into
the same Windows account? If so, a point worth
considering is that, after you change the setting, your
browser will do this every time it starts. So, if someone
else might use the browser after you, and you have web
pages open that you wouldn’t want them to see, be sure
to close those tabs before closing your browser.

Of course, depending on your other settings, your
History list of recently-visited pages might give the
game away too. In addition, that person might have
closed your tabs before opening their own, so you end
up seeing their pages instead.

None of the above is a problem if every user of your PC
signs in to their own Windows account, but if you all
share a single account and use the same web browser,
you might just find this annoying and intrusive!

Web Browsing: Continue from Where You
Left Off
Question: If I have several web pages open in tabs and I
close my browser, it’s forgotten all about them next time I
start it and I just see my usual home page. Is there any way
to make it remember which pages were open last time?

Sue Jolly

Answer: Yes, that can be done in each of the four popular
web browsers – Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome and Microsoft Edge. In each case, you do it by
changing a setting which tells your browser to reload all the
web pages that were open last time you closed it, rather than
opening your usual ‘home page’ or ‘start page’.

If you’d like to make this change, follow the appropriate
steps for your web browser below.

!
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1. Click the cog-shaped icon near the right-hand end of
the toolbar and choose Internet options.

2. In the ‘Start-up’ section of the dialog that opens, click
the option Start with tabs from the last session. 

3. Click OK and you’ve finished. If you ever change
your mind about this option, repeat the same steps
but choose Start with home page.

Internet Explorer

1. Click the ‘Open menu’ (three horizontal lines) button
at the far-right of the toolbar and click on Options.
This opens a new tab titled ‘Options’.

2. Below the ‘Startup’ heading, tick the box beside
Restore previous session.

3. Close the newly-opened ‘Options’ tab and you’ve
finished. If you ever change your mind about this
option, repeat the same steps but choose either Show
my home page or Show a blank page in step 2.

Mozilla Firefox

:

:
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:

:

1. Click the ‘Customize and control Google Chrome’
(three vertical dots) button at the far-right of the
toolbar and choose Settings. This opens a new tab
titled ‘Settings’.

2. In the section headed ‘On startup’, click the option
Continue where you left off.

3. Close the newly-opened ‘Settings’ tab and you’ve
finished. If you ever change your mind about this
option, repeat the same steps but choose either of the
other two options in this section in step 2.

Google Chrome

1. Click the … button at the far-right of the toolbar and
choose Settings.

2. In the Settings panel
that appears at the right
of the window, open
the drop-down list
headed ‘Open Microsoft
Edge with’ and choose
Previous pages.

3. Press the key on your keyboard (or click a
blank space elsewhere in the window) to close the
Settings panel and you’ve finished. If you ever change

Esc

Microsoft Edge
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Why Do the Sizes of My Digital Photo 
Files Vary?
Question: I’ve just sent a couple of photos to someone by email
and it’s prompted me to wonder about something. Both photos
were taken with the same phone on the same day, about three
hours apart, but one file is 3.3 MB and the other 1.8 MB. I’ve
looked at both photos and they’re exactly the same dimensions
(3264 by 2448 pixels), which seems logical as they were taken
by the same phone, so why are their files sizes so different?

Margaret Woodard

Answer: I agree, it does seem peculiar that two photos taken
with the same camera, at more-or-less the same time, with
no changes of settings, should produce photo files of
different sizes. But there’s a reason for it.

Your phone has an 8 megapixel camera (because multiplying
the width and height you’ve quoted for your photos gives
just under 8 million pixels), and that’s an average size by
current standards.

Same camera,
different-sized
photo files

The photos start
at identical sizes

your mind about this option, repeat the same steps but
choose Start page (or one of the other options if you
prefer) from the drop-down list in step 2.

Whichever web browser you use, when you close it
you’ll quite likely still see a message asking if you want
to close all your tabs. The answer to this is still ‘Yes’
(unless you didn’t mean to close the browser!) – it
doesn’t mean the browser has ignored this new setting
and is going to forget about all your open tabs.
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Normally, every single one of those 8 million pixels would
take up 3 bytes, so a whole photo would be 24 million bytes
– almost exactly 24 MB.

In actual fact, every photo your camera takes really does start
out at 24 MB in size. However, the photos are then converted
to a format called JPEG (pronounced ‘jay-peg’). This process
compresses the photos to squeeze them into a smaller space. 

I won’t try to explain precisely how JPEG works, but let’s
take a simple example. If a photo has a large block of pixels
that are exactly the same colour, JPEG could replace all
those pixels with the equivalent of ditto marks. Using this
trick (and a bundle of others) it could remove a lot of pixels
from the photo without messing it up, and produce a much
smaller file as a result.

You can probably now see why different photo files might
end up being different sizes. Although on your 8 megapixel
camera they all began at 24 MB, the JPEG process shrunk
them, but it won’t shrink every photo in the same way. A
bright outdoor scene might involve a large number of
different colours, whereas a dimly-lit indoor scene probably
has larger blocks of similar colours. The second of those
would compress more successfully than the first, producing
a smaller file.

They are
compressed by
the JPEG process

Some photos can
be compressed
more than others

Exactly how effective the compression is also depends on
the original dimensions of the photo. With a 2 megapixel
camera, the photos contain far fewer pixels at the start,
so there are obviously far fewer pixels that could be
removed by the JPEG process too, and the size difference
between any two photos taken with that camera would
be fairly small. With a 16 megapixel camera, the photos
all contain a vast number of pixels, so there could be a
massive difference in size between two photos once the
JPEG process has finished with them.
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